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**Soybean N need: starter N and foliar**

**SMFD trials**
1. Control: no starter N or foliar
2. 0 starter with row cleaning
3. 5 lb starter N in 5 gal
4. 10 lb starter N in 10 gal
5. 10 lb starter N injected 2" to the side of the row
6. 10 lb starter N dribbled over the row
7. 2 gal/ac of Nachurs N-Rage (23-4-2+0.05%Mn; 67% triazine N) + 1 pt/ac SoyGrow (0.36%Fe; 0.5%Mg, 2.6%Mn; 1.5%Zn) at V3-V5
8. N-Rage + SoyGrow at R2-R3
9. N-Rage + SoyGrow at V3-V5 and R2-R3
10. 5 lb starter N and N-Rage + SoyGrow at V3-V5 and R3-R3